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It’s a Christmas event with Oriental flavor, whimsical and unforgettable; a possibility to spend one 
evening in a land far away and experience the world of Arabian nights. 

DetaileD Description:

InvItAtIOn tO And 
WelCOmIng Of the 
guests

A few weeks in advance the guests receive invitations decorated in motives from Arabian fairy tales. 
If you feel creative, you can even write a short fairy tale that includes the place, the date and the 
dress code (Arabian costumes) of the event.  Another way to invite the guests is to do it in person, 
i.e. an Arabian Sheikh (the same person who is going to be the Host of the event) visits the office 
and announces to everyone there that he is calling a ball and is inviting them to come on a particular 
date to the new palace he has just bought. 

On the day of the event beautiful women from the East (who are the members of the team – event 
assistants dressed in Arabian costumes) meet the guests at the entrance. Inside the guests can 
see a video projection which is a compilation of scenes from Arabian fairy tales. Cheerful Arabian 
music is playing (DJ) in the venue. The waiters offer the guests absinthe shorts and one-bites. 

OpenIng Of the event Suddenly the music becomes louder and the Sheikh (the Host of the event wearing Oriental clothes) 
enters the stage. He wishes everybody a Happy New Year and stresses that now is the time to 
think about dreams, wishes, and personal objectives. Why? Because later they are all going to 
write a letter to the Genie. The Sheikh’s faithful servants (event assistants) bring a huge roll of paper 
where everyone will be able to write his/her wishes related to the company they work for during the 
whole night. And Genie will definitely make them come true!  

Who has the honor to write the first wish? Of course, the Sultan (aka the Company‘s CEO). The 
music is playing and the Sultan (the CEO wearing the Sultan’s costume) climbs the stage. He 
greets the guests and invites everyone to have fun and experience the adventures of 1001 nights. 
Then the Sultan writes his wishes on the roll of paper. The event is officially open.



entertAInment And 
ACtIvItIes:

After the guests have tasted all kinds of delicious Arabian dishes at the Sheikh’s palace, the real 
fun begins.

elections of the toughest arab
People in the East are known as excellent dancers. Thus the first round for those participating in 
competition is a belly dance. All the participants of the contest are invited to the dance floor where 
they have to demonstrate their belly dance skills to the judges - professional belly dancers. When 
music starts the guests are dancing for 15 minutes (don’t forget it’s the election of the toughest 
guest!). The expert judges consisting of the professional belly dancers and the Sheikh select top 5 
dancers who have been the toughest and the most original. They proceed to the second round of 
the competition. 

It’s time for a break and the professional belly dancers demonstrate their own skill on the dance 
floor. The participants and all other guests can enjoy a true mastery of movement. 

When the performance of the professional belly dancers is over, the second round of the elections 
begins. Raki may not be the most delicious drink, but we have plenty of it. And we have 5 finalists 
fighting for the title of the toughest Arab. They are invited to approach a glass sculpture with 
grooves in it. Each finalist chooses the groove he’s going to drink from and the competition begins. 
Not many people are fond of the taste of raki, therefore, very soon we’ll have only one finalist left. 
He is announced as the toughest and receives an adequate certificate (prepared in advance) and 
a bottle of this unforgettable exotic drink, raki. 

It’s about time to hit the dance floor in a 1001 nights Disco with live music (a band or a singer). 

There are also other kinds of entertainment for the guests to enjoy: 

Hookah corner
Those who feel tired after madness of dancing can have a rest and smoke hookah in cozy corners 
full of colorful Oriental rugs and cushions. The tobacco used in hookahs is weak but fragrant, 
and there are many varieties to try. Therefore even those who don’t smoke might enjoy smoking 
hookah.   

1001 nights studio
A photo studio is set up in the venue and a professional photographer is at work there all evening 
long. The photo studio is full of props related to the topic of Arabian fairy tales. Each guest gets a 
chance to pose for a photo and then take it with him/her as a souvenir to remember the night. The 
photographer may use Photoshop to make pictures look even more “1001 Nights” and save them, 
upon request, on flash or CD or print right there in the studio.  

Grand Finale
At midnight the Sheikh shows up and stops the disco. It’s time for the final treat: a huge cake 
shaped like an Arabian palace and decorated with cake fountain sparklers. The guests wish each 
other a happy New Year and enjoy the cake. 

Afterwards the guests are welcome to dance in the disco until morning. 

  
  
  We wish you a stunning party!

2if you have any questions, email us at info@takeawayscripts.com. We’ll be more than glad to help you.
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